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Université de Technologie de Compiègne
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60205 Compiègne, France

Abstract

The design of sustainable wireless sensor networks (WSN) is a very challenging issue. On the one hand, energy-
constrained sensors are expected to run autonomously for long periods. However, it may be cost-prohibitive to replace
exhausted batteries or even impossible in hostile environments. On the other hand, unlike other networks, WSNs are
designed for specific applications which range from small-size healthcare surveillance systems to large-scale environmental
monitoring. Thus, any WSN deployment has to satisfy a set of requirements that differs from one application to another.
In this context, a host of research work has been conducted in order to propose solutions to the energy-saving problem.
This research covers several areas going from physical layer optimization to network layer solutions. So, it is not easy for
the WSN designer to select the efficient solutions that should be considered in the design of application-specific WSN
architecture.

In this paper, we present a top-down approach study of the trade-offs between application requirements and lifetime
extension that arise when designing wireless sensor networks. We first identify the main categories of applications
and their specific requirements. Then we present a new classification of energy-conservation schemes found in recent
literature, followed by a systematic discussion as to how these mechanisms conflict with the specific requirements. Finally,
we analyse the techniques applied in WSNs to achieve trade-off between multiple requirements, such as multi-objective
optimisation.

Keywords: State-of-the-art, Wireless Sensor Networks, Energy-efficiency

1. Introduction

There is abundant literature relating to energy-saving
in WSNs as numerous methods have been proposed in the
last few years, and there is much ongoing research on how
to optimise power use in battery-limited sensor networks.
However, these solutions do not systematically take into
consideration the specificities of the application. For ex-
ample, if safety applications require fast and timely re-
sponsiveness, this is not the case for other applications,
such as in agriculture where the delay property is not as
important. We believe that WSN energy-saving problems
should be tackled by taking into consideration application
requirements in a more systematic manner.

In [1], Yick et al. provide a general survey of wireless
sensor networks. This study reviews sensor platforms and
operating systems, network services issues and communi-
cation protocol challenges, but it does not addresses the
energy issues. In [2], Anastasi et al. present a valuable
taxonomy of energy-conservation schemes. However, the
authors mainly focus on duty cycling and data-reduction
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approaches. There also exist several technique-specific sur-
veys that concentrate on only one energy-efficient mecha-
nism (like energy-efficient routing protocols, data aggrega-
tion techniques, energy harvesting approaches) since every
category of solution often represents a whole research area
in itself.

Our aim is to provide WSN designers with a top-down
approach that offers a holistic view of energy-saving solu-
tions while taking into consideration the specific require-
ments of the applications. In this paper, we propose a new
classification of energy-efficient mechanisms which inte-
grates further techniques and up-to-date references. More-
over, we give particular attention to the design of energy-
efficient sensor networks that satisfy application require-
ments. Our study is original in that we focus on the trade-
offs between meeting specifications and sustainability that
necessarily arise when designing a WSN. We thus analyse
mechanisms that enable a satisfactory trade-off between
multiple requirements to be achieved. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that this approach has
been proposed.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next
section, we present the main categories of applications we
have identified and their respective requirements. Then,
in Section 3, we discuss existing standards for low-power
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Figure 1: Taxonomy of WSN applications

wireless sensor networks and show that current standards
cannot respond to all application needs. In Section 4, we
give an overview of the major energy-saving mechanisms
developed so far and discuss their advantages and short-
comings regarding the set of identified requirements. In
Section 5, we review techniques proposed in the literature
to achieve a trade-off between multiple requirements, in-
cluding network lifetime maximisation. Finally, Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. WSN applications and their requirements

In this section, we propose a taxonomy of WSN appli-
cations, given in Figure 1, and we summarise in Table 1
the specific requirements of every described application.

2.1. Healthcare
Wireless sensor networks used in healthcare systems

have received significant attention from the research com-
munity, and the corresponding applications are surveyed
in [3–5]. We identify two types of healthcare-oriented sys-
tems, namely, vital status monitoring and remote health-
care surveillance.

In vital status monitoring applications, patients wear
sensors that supervise their vital parameters in order to
identify emergency situations and allow caregivers to re-
spond effectively. Applications include mass-casualty dis-
aster monitoring [6], vital sign monitoring in hospitals [7],
and sudden fall or epilepsy seizure detection [8].

Remote healthcare surveillance concerns care services
that are not vital and for which the constant presence of
a healthcare professional is not necessary. For example,
as illustrated in Figure 2, body sensors can be used to
gather clinically relevant information for rehabilitation
supervision [9], elderly monitoring [10] or to provide
support to a physically impaired person [11].

WSNs used in healthcare must meet several require-
ments. In particular, they have to guarantee hard real-
time data delivery delays, confidentiality and ac-
cess control. They must also support mobility and pro-
vide Quality of Service. Indeed, in the context of early
and life-critical detection of emergencies such as heart at-
tacks and sudden falls, the real-time aspect is decisive.
In this case, situation identification and decision-making
must occur as quickly as possible to save precious min-
utes and the person’s life. Therefore, the data delivery
delay between the nodes and the end-user must be short
in order to meet hard real-time requirements. It is also
necessary that healthcare networks support node mobility
to ensure the continuity of service when both patients and
caregivers move. Additionally, exchanged healthcare data
are sensitive and medical information must be kept private
by restricting access to authorized persons. Thus, achiev-
ing confidentiality and access control through a communi-
cation network requires the establishment of mechanisms
for data protection and user authentication. Furthermore,
when WSNs are integrated into a global hospital informa-
tion system, critical data such as alarms share the band-
width with less sensitive data such as room temperature.
Therefore, traffic prioritisation is essential to satisfy strict
delay requirements through QoS provisioning.

2.2. Industry: manufacturing and Smart Grids
The automation of monitoring and control systems is an

important aim for many utility companies in manufactur-
ing, water treatment, electrical power distribution, and oil
and gas refining. We consider the integration of WSNs in
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) sys-
tems and Smart Grids.

SCADA systems refer to computer systems that moni-
tor and control industrial processes. Wireless sensors, to-
gether with actuators, can be used for factory automa-
tion, inventory management, and detection of liquid/gas
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Figure 2: Illustration of a Body Sensor Network

leakages. These applications require accurate supervision
of shock, noise and temperature parameters in remote or
inaccessible locations such as tanks, turbine engines or
pipelines [12, 13].

The aim of Smart Grids is to monitor the energy
supply and consumption process thanks to an automated
and intelligent power-system management. The potential
applications of sensor networks in smart grids are: sensing
the relevant parameters affecting power output (pressure,
humidity, wind orientation, radiation, etc.); remote de-
tection of faulty components; control of turbines, motors
and underground cables; and home energy management
[14, 15].

The main requirements of industrial applications are
bounded delay, robustness and security. Indeed, the
products handled in industry can be very dangerous and
require special care in storage and handling. For example,
in an oil refinery, due to their high volatility and flamma-
bility, products with low boiling points evaporate easily,
forming flammable vapors. Thus, the pressure in a tank
or the temperature of a furnace can quickly become crit-
ical. This is why strict delays must be ensured so that
the time that elapses between the detection of an anomaly
and the intervention of the operator enables the incident
to be resolved. Furthermore, in the industries, networks
are subject to diverse disturbances such as faulty compo-
nents, node failure, disconnections and congestion. This is
because sensors operate under harsh conditions, as motes
placed in pipelines or tanks experience high pressure and
temperatures, or continuous vibrations. So, industry im-
plementations must ensure data reliability at all times.
Moreover, given the sensitivity of the data, availability,
integrity, authenticity and confidentiality are all security
problems that need taking into consideration when design-
ing an industrial communication network.

2.3. Transportation systems

Various studies related to the integration of WSNs and
transportation systems have already been conducted: they
include traffic monitoring and real-time safety systems
sharing bandwidth with commercial services.

In traffic-monitoring systems, wireless sensors are em-
bedded on roadways and intersections in order to col-
lect traffic data. For example, they can count vehicles
in queues to adjust traffic signals or the number of toll
booths and lanes opened [16, 17].

In safety systems, wireless sensors are employed to cope
with severe situations such as emergency braking, collision
avoidance, lane insertion assistance and hazardous driving
conditions warnings (stop-and-go waves, ice on the road,
crossing animals) [18, 19].

In addition to passenger-safety applications, commer-
cial on-board applications are being devised by service
providers. They include route guidance to avoid rush-hour
jams [20], smart high-speed tolling, assistance in finding
a parking space [21] and automobile journey statistics
collection [22].

Due to the life-critical characteristics of transport ap-
plications, the WSNs designed in this domain must guar-
antee hard real-time delays, security and QoS while
supporting mobility. For instance, systems related to
driving safety must ensure tight bounded end-to-end de-
lays in order to guarantee response times. This constitutes
the main challenge of such applications since people’s lives
are at stake. For traffic monitoring applications, timely
information is also required in order to ensure efficient
real-time management of vehicle flow. In future Intelli-
gent Transportation Systems (ITSs), safety systems and
service applications will share the same wireless channel
which requires tools to integrate service differentiation. In-
deed, critical information and traffic-control should have
higher priority than other service packets. Furthermore,
vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communi-
cations are constrained by car speed. So, mobility is in-
herent to the automotive domain as nodes evolve in an
extremely dynamic environment. Finally, the life-critical
characteristic of some applications raises security issues in
the transport network, which may be the target of a cyber-
attack. Thus, the network must be protected against data
corruption that could give false information about traffic
or conditions on the road. By relaxing the power factor,
nodes can support sophisticated encryption algorithms to
provide a higher level of security.

2.4. Public safety and Military systems
Wireless sensor networks can help to anticipate and

manage unpredictable events, such as natural disasters or
man-made threats. We categorise public safety and mili-
tary applications into active intervention and passive su-
pervision.

Active intervention refers to systems with nodes at-
tached to agents for temporary deployment and is ded-
icated to the safety of team-oriented activities. While
working, each member carries a sensor so that a remote
leader will be able to monitor both the holder’s status and
the environmental parameters. This applies to emergency
rescue teams [23], miners [24] and soldiers [25].
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With passive supervision, static sensors are deployed in
a large area such as a civil infrastructure or nuclear site
for long-term monitoring. Relevant examples of passive
supervision applications are surveillance and target
tracking [26], emergency navigation [27], fire detection
in a building, structural health monitoring [28, 29] and
natural disaster prevention such as in the case of tsunamis,
eruptions or flooding [30].

Due to their critical nature, public safety and military
applications are characterised by the need for short de-
lays, service differentiation and data integrity provi-
sioning. In addition, active intervention applications must
support mobility and passive supervision should ensure
coverage. First, a decisive parameter to take into account
when designing a public safety system is the delivery de-
lay, as in emergency applications, timely alarm reporting
is necessary for the system to be reactive. Furthermore,
public safety and military systems deal with both everyday
monitoring data and warning data. Thus, anomaly detec-
tion alarms should be sent in packets having high priority
over regular reports through an efficient service differen-
tiation mechanism. Finally, both kinds of public safety
applications should guarantee data integrity: in active in-
tervention, corrupt data could endanger agents by giving
false information to headquarters; in passive supervision,
an ill-intentioned person could circumvent a surveillance
system by sending false data.

In the case of active intervention, mobility is inherent to
the architecture as wearable sensors are carried by work-
ing people. Moreover, from drilling tunnels to the fire field,
active intervention applications are often characterised by
their use in harsh environmental conditions. In these con-
ditions, the network should be resistant to node failure
and poor link quality by means of a fault-tolerant rout-
ing scheme. Long-term infrastructure monitoring requires
the deployment of untethered static sensors in order to
supervise the region of interest. Therefore, passive super-
vision applications may run into coverage problems when
required to entirely supervise a building or a tunnel.

2.5. Environment and agriculture

WSNs are particularly well suited to agricultural and
open-space monitoring applications since wired deploy-
ment would be expensive and inefficient. A variety of
applications have been developed in precision agriculture,
cattle monitoring and environmental monitoring.

In precision agriculture, sensor nodes are scattered
throughout a field to monitor relevant parameters, such
as atmospheric temperature, soil moisture, hours of sun-
shine and the humidity of the leaves, creating a decision
support system. Another purpose of precision agriculture
is resource (water, fertiliser, pesticides) optimisation [31],
frost protection, disease development prediction [32].

In cattle monitoring applications, general surveillance
of livestock farming is convenient to keep watch on cattle

health status, to detect disease breakouts, to localise them
and to control end-product quality (meat, milk) [33, 34].

The use of WSNs for diverse environmental monitoring
applications has been studied for coastline erosion [35],
air quality monitoring [36], safe drinking water and
contamination control [37].

The main requirements of environmental and agricul-
tural applications are scalability, coverage and lifetime
prolongation. Agricultural fields, grazing land and mon-
itored sites can reach several tens of hectares, so the num-
ber of motes deployed varies from dozens to thousands.
This is why scalability is an important issue when devel-
oping protocols to support a high quantity of nodes and
ensure full coverage of the controlled area. Corke et al. [38]
have conducted several real experiments in natural envi-
ronments and have shown that outdoor conditions could
be very harsh and impact the feasibility of communica-
tion. Typically, foliage, rain or humidity can lead to the
breakdown of inter-node links, resulting in highly variable
and unpredictable communications. Fault tolerant rout-
ing schemes must therefore be set up to ensure area cov-
erage and cope with failure or temporary disconnection.
In most environmental monitoring applications, nodes are
static as they are deployed on the ground in fields, in
forests or along the banks of rivers. Nevertheless, mo-
bility must be taken into account, whether this is desired
or not. Unwished-for mote displacement can be caused by
heavy rains, wind, animals or engines. When mobility is
intentional, nodes and sinks are embedded in vehicles [39]
or a natural moving bearer such as animals.

2.6. Underground and underwater sensor networks
Underground and Underwater sensor networks are

emerging types of WSN, which are used in different cate-
gories of applications including environmental monitoring,
public safety and industry. They differ from traditional
terrestrial networks in that the sensors are deployed in
special environments that make communications difficult
and impact their ease of deployment. Underground sensor
networks consist of sensors that are buried in and commu-
nicate through dense materials like soil or concrete. Such
networks can be used for soil moisture reporting in agri-
culture [40], infrastructure supervision, intrusion detection
[41] and transport systems [42]. Underwater sensor net-
works rely on immersed sensors and are used in a variety
of applications such as ocean supervision [43], water qual-
ity monitoring [44], disaster prevention, surveillance [45]
and pipeline monitoring.

Underground and underwater sensor networks share
common requirements such as robustness and cover-
age. The main characteristic of these networks is their
lossy channel due to extreme environmental conditions.
Indeed, acoustic communications for underwater sensors
and electromagnetic waves for underground sensors suffer
from lower propagation speed, noise and path loss, which
lead to the degradation of the signal [42, 45]. Therefore,
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Scalability Coverage RT Delay QoS Security Mobility Robustness

Healthcare
Vital status monitoring - - - - + + + + + + + +

Remote surveillance - - - - + + + + + + -

Agriculture and
Environment

Precision agriculture + + + + - - - - - - - - +
Cattle monitoring + + - - - - - - + -

Environment monitoring - - - - + + + + + + -
Public Safety &
Military systems

Active intervention - - - - + + + + + + + + +
Passive supervision - - + + + + + + - - -

Transportation
systems

Traffic control - - - + + + + + + + + -
Safety system - - - + + + + + + + +

Services - - - - - + + + -

Industry
SCADA systems - - - + + + + + - - + +

Smart grids + - + + + + + - - + +

Requirement importance
- - very low
- low
+ high

++ very high

Table 1: WSN applications requirements.

they require the development of specific communication
protocols to ensure the application’s reliability. Coverage
is also an issue since it may not be possible to optimally de-
ploy the nodes due to the ground profile, the costs and the
efforts required for excavation. Moreover, these networks
raise three-dimensional issues since the devices can be de-
ployed at varying depths depending on the phenomenon to
supervise. Besides these requirements, energy is of great
importance due to the difficulty of unearthing a device to
replace it or recharge its battery.

2.7. Discussion

The main WSN requirements that we identified in the
different applications are scalability, coverage, latency,
QoS, security, mobility and robustness. In Table 1, we
summarise the importance of these requirements for every
class of application considered in this section. In these ap-
plications, sensors are expected to operate autonomously
for a long period of time, ranging from weeks to months.
However, every application is constrained in terms of en-
ergy due to the scarce battery resources of the sensors,
which limits the network lifetime. Indeed, it may not al-
ways be possible to manually replenish the motes because
of their number, the maintenance cost or the inaccessibility
of monitored regions. This is the case of structural health
monitoring applications, precision agriculture and environ-
ment monitoring, transportation systems. Furthermore,
some applications such as healthcare applications can tol-
erate battery replacement, but we think that the rapid de-
pletion of the battery prevent their wide adoption. Indeed,
efforts are still made to propose energy-efficient solutions
for body area networks to foster the acceptance of these
technologies by the patients. This is why the design of
WSNs requires, in both cases, the development of energy-
efficient solutions that meet a specific set of requirements.

In order to achieve energy efficiency, we first present
in the next section existing standards developed for low-
power wireless sensor networks.

3. Low-power WSN standards

Wireless sensor network standards have been specifi-
cally designed to take into account the scarce resources
of nodes. In what follows we give a brief description
of low-power standards including IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee,
WirelessHART, ISA100.11a, Bluetooth low energy, IEEE
802.15.6, 6LoWPAN, RPL and MQTT.

IEEE 802.15.4 [46] specifies the physical and MAC lay-
ers for low data rate wireless personal area networks (LR-
WPANs). In the beacon-enabled mode, the standard al-
lows energy to be saved by implementing duty cycling,
so that all nodes can periodically go to sleep. In prac-
tice, a coordinator sends beacon packets to synchronise
the nodes, and the superframe structure presented in Fig-
ure 3 is subdivided into three parts: 1) a contention access
period during which nodes use a slotted CSMA/CA 2) a
contention-free period containing a number of guaranteed
time slots (GTS) that can be allocated by the coordinator
to specific nodes and 3) an inactive period during which
the end-devices and coordinator can go to sleep.

ZigBee [47] is a wireless technology developed as an
open standard to address the requirements of low-cost,
low-power devices. ZigBee defines the upper layer com-
munication protocols based on the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-
dard. It supports several network topologies connecting
hundreds to thousands of devices.

WirelessHART [48] operates on the IEEE 802.15.4 spec-
ification and targets field devices such as sensors and ac-
tuators that are used to monitor plant equipment or pro-
cesses. The standard characteristics are integrated secu-
rity, high reliability and power efficiency. WirelessHART
relies on a fixed length TDMA scheme so nodes can go to
sleep when it is not their slot time. Moreover, it specifies
a central mesh network where routing is exclusively deter-
mined by the network manager that collects information
about every neighbouring node. It uses this information
to create an overall graph of the network and defines the
graph routing protocol. In practice, the standard does not
specify how to implement such a graph routing so some re-
search work already proposes multipath routing protocols
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Figure 3: The superframe structure of the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-
enabled mode.

for industrial processes [49, 50]. While these studies take
link quality into consideration for the routing decisions, it
may be possible to use the node battery-level information
in order to further improve energy savings.

The ISA100.11a [51] standard relies on the IEEE
802.15.4 specification and is dedicated to reliable wireless
communications for monitoring and control applications in
the industry. ISA100.11a uses deterministic MAC schedul-
ing with variable slot length, allowing nodes to go into
sleep mode when it is not their time slot. Moreover, the
standard defines non-router nodes that do not act as for-
warders and experience very low energy depletion. Finally,
the standard requires each device to report its estimated
battery life and associated energy capacity to the System
Manager which allocates communication links based on
the reported energy capabilities. In addition to low power
consumption, ISA100.11a also focuses on scalable security;
robustness in the presence of interference; and interoper-
ability with other wireless devices such as cell phones or
devices based on other standards.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [52] addresses low-cost de-
vices with very low battery capacity and short-range re-
quirements. This is an extension of the Bluetooth tech-
nology that allows communication between small battery-
powered devices (watches, wireless keyboards, sport sen-
sors) and Bluetooth devices (laptops, cellular phones). In
terms of energy efficiency, Bluetooth low energy is designed
so that devices can operate for over a year thanks to an
ultra low-power idle mode. BLE is suitable for a variety of
applications in the field of healthcare, sports and security.

IEEE 802.15.6 [53] is a recent standard that defines the
PHY and MAC layers for low-power devices operating in
the vicinity of, or inside a human body for medical and
non-medical applications. A BAN (Body Area Network)
is composed of one hub and up to 64 nodes, organised
into one-hop or two-hops star topologies. At the MAC
level, the channel is divided into super-frame structures,
which are further divided into different access phases to
support different traffic and channel access modes (con-
tention based and contention free). There are eight user
priorities, ranging from best-effort to emergency event re-
ports. These are differentiated based on the minimum and
maximum contention windows. The standard also sup-

Figure 4: MQTT-S architecture for WSN with Pub/Sub communi-
cations.

ports 3 levels of security: level 0 - unsecured communica-
tions, level 1 - authentication only, level 2 - authentication
and encryption.

6LoWPAN [54] stands for IPv6 over Low power Wire-
less Personal Area Networks. 6LoWPAN is designed for
low-power devices that require Internet communication. It
enables IEEE 802.15.4-based networks to send and receive
IPv6 packets so that small devices are able to communicate
directly with other IP devices, locally or via IP networks
(e.g. Internet, Ethernet).

RPL [56] is a distance vector Routing Protocol for Low
Power and lossy networks compliant with IPv6, specifically
designed to meet the requirements of resource-constrained
nodes. RPL is optimised for many-to-one communica-
tions for data collection, but it also supports one-to-many
and one-to-one communications. RPL creates a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) anchored at a border router of a
WSN. A node maintains several parents to construct differ-
ent routes towards the sink and selects its preferred parent
based on an Objective Function that uses routing metrics.
For example, a draft [57] proposes to select the path that
minimises the sum of Expected Number of Transmissions
(ETX) over traversed links but the design of Objective
Function is still an open research issue. Thus, it is pos-
sible to create a DAG focusing on energy-efficiency, as in
Kamgueu et al. [58] who use the node’s remaining energy
as an RPL routing metric. RPL offers other features like
fault-tolerance, self-repair mechanisms, and security [59].

MQTT [60] (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) is
a lightweight publish/subscribe protocol for one-to-many
message distribution. Currently undergoing standardisa-
tion, MQTT is envisioned to be the future protocol for the
Internet-of-Things to connect devices with low bandwidth
and power budget over TCP/IP infrastructures. MQTT-S
[61] extends MQTT for Wireless Sensors and Actuators
Networks on non TCP/IP networks. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 4, publishers produce information and send their data
to the broker via a pub message. Subscribers interested in
receiving certain data send a sub message to the broker. If
there is a match between a subscriber’s and a publisher’s
topics, the broker transfers the message to the subscriber.
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Name Wi-Fi WiMAX WiMedia Bluetooth ZigBee Bluetooth low energy
Standard IEEE 802.11b IEEE 802.16 IEEE 802.15.3 IEEE 802.15.1 IEEE 802.15.4

Applications internet access broadband real-time multimedia cable low-power devices Bluetooth ↔ low-power
web, email, video connections streaming replacement communication device communication

Devices laptop, tablet PC peripheral wireless speaker, printer mobile phone, mouse embedded systems, watch, sport sensor,
console television keyboard, console sensors wireless keyboard

Target lifetime [55] hours - - days - months 6 months - 2 years 1-2 years
Data rates 11 Mbps 30-40 Mbps 11-55 Mbps 1-3 Mbps 20-250 Kbps 1 Mbps

Transmission range 100 m 50 km 10 m 10-50 m 100 m 10 m
Network size 32 - 245 7 65000 -

Success metric Flexibility Long range High data rates Cost Reliability, Cost, Low-power
Speed Convenience Low-power

Table 2: Wireless standards characteristics.

MQTT-S saves energy by supporting multiple gateways to
balance the load in the network. It also supports sleeping
clients (subscribers/publishers) and size-limited packets to
be compliant with ZigBee. Moreover, most of the proto-
col logic is handled in the broker and the gateway, which
makes the device’s implementation lightweight [62]. Al-
though MQTT is already implemented in various projects
[63], there is a lack of evaluation regarding the energy-
efficiency of the protocol.

3.1. Discussion

Bluetooth low energy and IEEE 802.15.4-based stan-
dards have been specifically developed for battery-
operated devices. They enable energy-saving through duty
cycling and propose optional modes that can be disabled
for further network lifetime optimisation. In Table 2 we
compare these two WSN-specific standards with other
well-known wireless standards (Wi-Fi, WiMax, WiMedia,
Bluetooth) regarding data rate, transmission range, scal-
ability and applications.

In terms of applications, existing healthcare platforms
often interface with Bluetooth due to the suitability of this
technology for body area networks that demand short com-
munication ranges and high data rates. However, Blue-
tooth technology may quickly deplete a nodes’ energy. In
this case, BLE or IEEE 802.15.6 may be considered as al-
ternatives. ZigBee technology is suitable for a large num-
ber of applications thanks to its scalability and energy-
efficiency. For example, in smart home automation, Zig-
Bee data rate and radio range are sufficient for room super-
vision. Nevertheless, in a more complex monitoring sys-
tem, both ambient sensor networks and body sensor net-
works may be integrated together and further connected to
the Internet via 6LowPan. In large-scale outdoor deploy-
ment, the Zigbee 100-meter achievable radio range may
quickly become limiting. In this case, we envision that
WiMax-enabled gateways will be able to mesh the topol-
ogy to connect the network to the Internet. Thus, the inte-
gration of different technologies and standards is necessary
to respond to the needs of the emerging and challenging
applications, such as Smart grids, Intelligent Transporta-
tion Systems or Healthcare Information Systems.

Standardisation is a key issue for the success of WSN
markets. Although application-specific standards are
emerging, such as WirelessHART and ISA100.11a for in-
dustry, and IEEE 802.15.6 for body sensor networks, they

can still be improved in regard to application requirements.
For instance, some research studies propose to optimise
standard parameters such as packet size, slot length, con-
tention window length or even introduce alternative pro-
tocol. Moreover, the performances of recent standards
(e.g. MQTT, IEEE 802.15.6) need further investigation,
because there is a lack of evaluation concerning these so-
lutions and a lack of comparisons with well-established
protocols. It also appears that current standards cannot
respond to all application needs, notably regarding hard
real-time requirements and security issues. In parallel to
ongoing standardisation efforts, many solutions have been
developed which strongly consider energy-saving. In the
next section, we present an overview of the principal ex-
isting energy-efficient solutions for WSN.

4. Energy-saving mechanisms

In this section, we review the major existing approaches
proposed to tackle the energy consumption problem of
battery-powered motes. We have classified them into ra-
dio optimisation, data reduction, sleep/wakeup schemes,
energy-efficient routing and charging solutions. The pro-
posed taxonomy of energy-efficient mechanisms is sum-
marised in Figure 5.

4.1. Radio optimisation

The radio module is the main component that causes
battery depletion of sensor nodes. To reduce energy
dissipation due to wireless communications, researchers
have tried to optimise radio parameters such as coding
and modulation schemes, power transmission and antenna
direction.

Modulation optimisation: aims to find the optimal
modulation parameters that result in the minimum
energy consumption of the radio. For instance, energy
depletion is caused by the circuit power consumption
and the power consumption of the transmitted signal.
For short distances, circuit consumption is greater than
the transmission power while for longer ranges the signal
power becomes dominant. Existing research tries to find
a good trade-off between the constellation size (number
of symbols used), the information rate (number of in-
formation bits per symbol), the transmission time, the
distance between the nodes and the noise. Cui et al. [64]
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Figure 5: Classification of energy-efficient mechanisms.

showed that the energy consumption required to meet a
given Bit Error Rate (BER) and delay requirement can
be minimised by optimising the transmission time. Costa
and Ochiai [65] studied the energy efficiency of three
modulation schemes and derived from this the modulation
type and its optimal parameters that achieve minimum
energy consumption for different distances between nodes.

Cooperative communications schemes: have been
proposed to improve the quality of the received signal
by exploiting several single-antenna devices which collab-
orate to create a virtual multiple-antenna transmitter.
The idea is to exploit the fact that data are usually
overheard by neighbouring nodes due to the broadcast
nature of the channel. So, by involving these nodes in
the re-transmission of data it is possible to create spatial
diversity and combat multi-path fading and shadowing
[66]. Jung et al. [67] investigated how cooperative trans-
mission can be used to extend the communication range
and thus balance the duty cycling of nodes as normal
relay sensors can be replaced by other cooperative nodes.
Cui et al. [68] and Jayaweera [69] compared the energy
consumption of both SISO (Single Input Single Output)
and virtual MIMO (Multiple Input and Multiple Output)
systems and show that MIMO systems can provide
better energy savings and smaller end-to-end delays over
certain transmission range distances, even with the extra
overhead energy required for MIMO training.

Transmission Power Control (TPC): has been
investigated to enhance energy efficiency at the physical

layer by adjusting the radio transmission power [70, 71].
The idea is that a lower communication range between
nodes requires less power from the radio. In CTCA
(Cooperative Topology Control with Adaptation) [72]
the authors propose to regularly adjust the transmission
power of every node in order to take into consideration the
uneven energy consumption profile of the sensors. There-
fore, a node with higher remaining energy may increase
its transmission power, which will potentially enable other
nodes to decrease their transmission power, thus saving
energy. However, TPC strategy has an effect not only on
energy but also on delays, link quality, interference and
connectivity. Indeed, when transmission power decreases,
the risk of interference also decreases. Moreover, fewer
nodes in the neighbourhood are subjected to overhearing.
On the contrary, delay is potentially increased, because
more hops will be needed to forward a packet. Finally,
transmission power influences the network topology
because the potential connectivity between sensors will
vary, and it also favours the spatial reuse of bandwidth if
two communications can occur without interference.

Directional antennas: allow signals to be sent and
received in one direction at a time, which improves
transmission range and throughput. Directional antennas
may require localisation techniques to be oriented, but
multiple communications can occur in close proximity,
resulting in the spatial reuse of bandwidth. In opposition
to omnidirectional motes which transmit in unwanted
directions, directional antennas limit overhearing and, for
a given range, require less power. Thus, they can improve
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network capacity and lifetime while influencing delay and
connectivity [73, 74]. To take advantage of the properties
of directional antennas, new MAC protocols have been
designed, as can be seen in [75, 76]. However, some
problems that are specific to directional antennas have to
be considered: signal interference, antenna adjustments
and deafness problems [77].

Energy-efficient cognitive radio: a cognitive radio
(CR) is an intelligent radio that can dynamically select
a communication channel in the wireless spectrum and
can adapt its transmission and reception parameters ac-
cordingly. The underlying Software-Defined Radio (SDR)
technology is expected to create fully reconfigurable wire-
less transceivers which automatically adapt their commu-
nication parameters to network demands, which improves
context-awareness. However, CR requires significant en-
ergy consumption compared with conventional devices due
to the increased complexity involved for new and sophis-
ticated functionalities [78]. In this context, designing
energy-efficient cognitive radio sensor networks is a key
challenge in the intelligent use of battery energy. Recent
cognitive radio studies are interested in the power con-
trol of transmitters [79], residual energy-based channel as-
signment, and combining network coding and CR. Open
research issues include the development of cross-layer ap-
proaches for MAC, routing or clustering protocols that
take advantage of cognitive radio opportunities.

4.2. Data reduction
Another category of solutions aims to reduce the

amount of data to be delivered to the sink. Two methods
can be adopted jointly: the limitation of unneeded
samples and the limitation of sensing tasks because both
data transmission and acquisition are costly in terms of
energy.

Aggregation: in data aggregation schemes, nodes
along a path towards the sink perform data fusion to
reduce the amount of data forwarded towards it. For
example, a node can re-transmit only the average or
the minimum of the received data. Moreover, data
aggregation may reduce the latency since it is coupled
with routing, thus improving delays. However, data
aggregation techniques may reduce the accuracy of the
collected data. Indeed, depending on the aggregation
function, original data may not be recovered by the sink,
thus information precision can be lost. Data aggregation
techniques dedicated to wireless sensor networks are
surveyed in detail by Rajagopalan and Varshney in [80]
and by Fasolo et al. in [81].

Adaptive sampling: the sensing task can be energy-
consuming and may generate unneeded samples which
affects communication resources and processing costs.
Adaptive sampling techniques adjust the sampling rate
at each sensor while ensuring that application needs are

Figure 6: An example of network coding.

met in terms of coverage or information precision. For
example, in a supervision application, low-power acoustic
detectors can be used to detect an intrusion. Then,
when an event is reported, power-hungry cameras can
be switched on to obtain finer grained information [2].
Spatial correlation can be used to decrease the sampling
rate in regions where the variations in the data sensed
is low. In human activity recognition applications, Yan
et al. [82] propose to adjust the acquisition frequency
to the user activity because it may not be necessary to
sample at the same rate when the user is sitting or running.

Network coding (NC): is used to reduce the traffic
in broadcast scenarios by sending a linear combination of
several packets instead of a copy of each packet. To illus-
trate network coding, Figure 6 shows a five-node topology
in which node 1 must broadcast two items of data, a
and b. If nodes simply store and forward the packets
they receive, this will generate six packet transmissions
(2 for each node 1, 2 and 3 respectively). With the NC
approach, nodes 2 and 3 can transmit a linear combination
of data items a and b, so they will have to send only
one packet. Nodes 4 and 5 can decode the packet by
solving linear equations. Therefore, two packets are saved
in total in the example. Network coding exploits the
trade-off between computation and communication since
communications are slow compared to computations and
more power-hungry. Wang et al. [83] combine network
coding and Connected Dominating Sets to further reduce
energy consumption in broadcast scenarios. AdapCode
[84] is a data dissemination protocol where a node sends
one message for every N messages received, saving up
to (N-1)/N bandwidth compared to naive flooding. The
receiver node can recover the original packets by Gaussian
elimination after receiving N coded packets successfully.
Moreover, AdapCode improves reliability by adapting N
to the node density, because when N increases and the
density decreases, it becomes harder to recover enough
packets to decode the data. Reliability is further en-
hanced by allowing nodes receiving less than N packets to
send a negative acknowledgement to retrieve missing data.
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Data compression: encodes information in such a way
that the number of bits needed to represent the initial mes-
sage is reduced. It is energy-efficient because it reduces
transmission times as the packet size is smaller. However,
existing compression algorithms are not applicable to sen-
sor nodes because of their resource limitations. Therefore,
specific techniques have been developed to adapt to the
computational and power capabilities of wireless motes.
Kimura et al. [85] have surveyed compression algorithms
specifically designed for WSNs.

4.3. Sleep/wakeup schemes
Idle states are major sources of energy consumption

at the radio component. Sleep/wakeup schemes aim to
adapt node activity to save energy by putting the radio
in sleep mode.

Duty cycling schemes: schedule the node radio state
depending on network activity in order to minimise idle
listening and favor the sleep mode. These schemes are
usually divided into three categories: on-demand, asyn-
chronous and scheduled rendezvous [2]. A summary of the
properties of each category is given in Table 3. Duty cycle
based protocols are certainly the most energy-efficient but
they suffer from sleep latency because a node must wait
for the receiver to be awake. Moreover, in some cases
it is not possible for a node to broadcast information
to all of its neighbours because they are not active
simultaneously. Finally, fixing parameters like listen and
sleep periods, preamble length or slot time is a tricky
issue because it influences network performance. For
example, a low duty cycle saves a large amount of energy
but can drastically increase communication delays. Thus,
protocol parameters can be specified prior to deployment
for simplicity, although this leads to a lack of flexibility, or
they can be set up dynamically for improved adaptation
to traffic conditions. Concerning duty cycling, some work
has been done to adapt the active period of nodes online
in order to optimise power consumption in function of
the traffic load, buffer overflows, delay requirements or
harvested energy [86, 87]. For more details about duty
cycling, information can be found in [2] and [88].

Passive wake-up radios: while duty cycling wastes
energy due to unnecessary wake-ups, low-power radios
are used to awake a node only when it needs to receive or
transmit packets while a power-hungry radio is used for
data transmission. Ba et al. [89] consider a network com-
posed of passive RFID wake-up radios called WISP-Motes
and RFID readers. A passive RFID wake-up radio uses
the energy spread by the reader transmitter to trigger
an interruption that wakes up the node. In practice all
sensors cannot be equipped with RFID readers since
they have a high power consumption. This is a major
shortcoming because, coupled with the short operational
range of RFID passive devices, it restricts their use
to single-hop scenarios. Simulations have shown that

WISP-Motes can save a significant amount of energy at
the expense of extra hardware and increased latency in
data delivery. The authors demonstrated their benefits in
the case of a sparse delay-tolerant network with mobile
elements equipped with RFID readers.

Topology control: when sensors are redundantly de-
ployed in order to ensure good space coverage, it is possible
to deactivate some nodes while maintaining network op-
erations and connectivity. Topology control protocols ex-
ploit redundancy to dynamically adapt the network topol-
ogy based on the application’s needs in order to minimise
the number of active nodes. Indeed, nodes that are not
necessary for ensuring connectivity or coverage can be
turned off in order to prolong the network lifetime, as
in Figure 7. Misra et al. [90] propose a solution capa-
ble of maintaining network coverage while minimising the
energy consumption of the network by activating only a
subset of nodes, with the minimum overlap area. In a re-
cent work, Karasabun et al. [91] consider the problem of
selecting a subset of active connected sensors for correlated
data gathering. This is very useful in some applications
like environmental monitoring, when the sensed data are
location-dependent, since the data of inactive nodes can
be inferred from those of active nodes due to the spatial
correlation.

Figure 7: Example of a topology control method applied to a net-
work. To ensure the field coverage, a sensor must remain activated
in each square area. The other nodes are deactivated.

4.4. Energy-efficient routing
Routing is an additional burden that can seriously

drain energy reserves. In particular, in multi-hop schemes,
nodes closer to the sink are stressed because they have
to route more packets. Therefore, their battery depletes
faster. In what follows, we discuss the general energy-
saving mechanisms of different routing paradigms. For
an extensive review of energy-aware routing protocols,
survey articles can be found in [92–94].

Cluster architectures: organise the network into
clusters, where each cluster is managed by a selected
node known as the cluster head (CH). The cluster head
is responsible for coordinating the members’ activities
and communicating with other CHs or the base station.
Cluster techniques have been proposed to enhance energy
efficiency because they help to limit energy consumption
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Type On-demand Schedule rendez-vous Asynchronous

Principle
Wake up a node only when another
wants to communicate with it.

Nodes wakeup at the same time as
its neighbours according to a wakeup
schedule. Then they go to sleep until
their next rendez-vous.

Each node wakes up independently
but its active period must overlap
with its neighbours.

Broadcast No Yes No
Synchronisation No Yes No

Energy-
efficiency

Nodes remain active only for the min-
imum time required.

More collisions because nodes wakeup
at the same time after an inactive pe-
riod.

Nodes need to wake up more fre-
quently. Either the sender sends
long preamble or the receiver remains
awake longer.

Examples of
applications

Even-driven application with low
duty cycle.

Data-gathering application with pos-
sibility of aggregation.

Mobile applications when the neigh-
bourhood is unpredictable.

Illustration

Table 3: Duty cycle properties.

via different means: i) they reduce the communication
range inside the cluster which requires less transmission
power, ii) they limit the number of transmits thanks to
fusion performed by the CH, iii) they reduce energy-
intensive computation such as coordination or aggregation
to the cluster head, iv) they enable to power-off some
nodes inside the cluster while the CH takes forwarding
responsibilities and v) they balance energy consumption
among nodes via CH rotation. In addition to energy-
efficiency, cluster architectures also improve network
scalability by maintaining a hierarchy in the network
[95, 96].

Energy as a routing metric: another solution to
extend the lifetime of sensor networks is to consider
energy as a metric in the setup path phase. By doing
so, routing algorithms do not only focus on the shortest
paths but can select the next hop based on its residual
energy. Recently, Liu et al. [97] introduced two new
energy-aware cost functions. The Exponential and Sine
Cost Function based Route (ESCFR) function can map a
small change in remaining nodal energy to a large change
in the cost function value. By giving preference to sensors
with higher remaining energy during route selection,
the function enforces energy balance. The Double Cost
Function based Route (DCFR) protocol considers the
energy consumption rate of nodes in addition to their
remaining energy. The rationale behind this is that
nodes in hotspots have high energy consumption rates.
Thus, the use of this function further improves the
energy-balancing performance of the routing protocol,
even in networks with obstacles.

Multipath routing: while single-path routing pro-
tocols are generally simpler than multipath routing
protocols, they can rapidly drain the energy of nodes on
the selected path. In contrast, multipath routing enables

energy to be balanced among nodes by alternating
forwarding nodes. As an example, the EEMRP (Energy-
Efficient Multipath Routing Protocol) [98] discovers
multiple node-disjoint paths using a cost function depend-
ing on the energy levels and hop distances of the nodes
and allocates the traffic rate to each selected path. The
EECA (Energy-Efficient and Collision Aware) protocol
[99] constructs two node-disjoint and collision-free routes
between a source and a sink. Multipath routing protocols
also enhance network reliability by providing multiple
routes, which enables the network to recover faster from
a failure, whereas in single path schemes, when a node
runs out of power, a new route must be recomputed. The
interested reader can consult [100] for a recent survey of
multipath routing protocols for WSNs.

Relay node placement: the premature depletion
of nodes in a given region can partition the network
or create energy holes. Sometimes, this situation can
be avoided thanks to the optimal placement of nodes
through even distribution or by adding a few relay nodes
with enhanced capabilities. This helps to improve energy
balance between nodes, avoid sensor hot-spots or ensure
coverage and k-connectivity [101]. Several research works
have focused on finding the minimum number of relay
nodes or placing them optimally to prolong the network
lifetime [102, 103]. For example, Dandekar and Deshmukh
[104] optimise the placement of static sinks to shorten the
average hop distance of every node to its nearest sink.

Sink mobility: in WSN architectures that use a static
base station, sensors located close to the base station de-
plete their battery faster than other sensor nodes, leading
to premature disconnection of the network. This is due to
the fact that all traffic is forwarded towards the sink which
increases the workload of the nodes closer to the sink. To
increase network lifetime, it is possible to balance the load
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between nodes using a mobile base station which moves
around the network to collect node information. Sink mo-
bility also improves connectivity in sparse architectures
and enhances reliability because communication occurs in
a single-hop fashion. Thus, it reduces contention, collisions
and message loss [2, 105]. When controllable, this mobile
displacement can be studied to prevent high latency, buffer
overflow or energy depletion [106, 107].

4.5. Charging solution
Several recent research studies address energy harvest-

ing and wireless charging techniques because they are
promising solutions which aim to recharge sensor batteries
without human intervention.

Energy harvesting: new technologies have been
developed to enable sensors to harvest energy from their
surrounding environment such as solar, wind or kinetic
energy [108]. Compared to traditional sensors, recharge-
able motes can operate continuously, and theoretically,
for an unlimited length of time. They convert ambient
energy to electrical energy and then either consume
it directly or store it for later use. Energy harvesting
architectures often require energy prediction schemes in
order to efficiently manage the available power. Indeed,
sensors require an estimation of energy evolution to
adjust their behavior dynamically and last until the
next recharge cycle. Hence, they can optimise decisive
parameters such as sampling rate, transmit power or duty
cycling to adapt their power consumption according to
the periodicity and magnitude of the harvestable source.
It is important to note that nodes remain energy-limited
between two harvesting opportunities, so they still need
to implement energy-saving mechanisms. For example,
motes using solar panels to replenish their batteries can
operate intensively during daytime. At night, nodes
may enter a conservative mode to use the stored energy.
Furthermore, nodes may have an uneven residual energy
distribution due to the difference in the quantity of energy
collected, and this has to be taken into account when
designing protocols [109]. For example, nodes with low
residual energy may be assigned higher sleep periods and
lower transmission ranges, rechargeable sensors can be
privileged when selecting a routing path. Another open
perspective is the development of protocols that consider
the degradation of the battery over time (leakage, storage
loss) [110] which will influence network performance.

Wireless charging: recent breakthroughs in wireless
power transfer are expected to increase the sustainability
of WSNs and make them perpetually operational, since
these techniques can be used to transmit power between
devices without the need of any contact between the trans-
mitter and the receiver. Wireless charging in WSNs can
be in two ways: electromagnetic (EM) radiation and mag-
netic resonant coupling. Xie et al. [111] show that omni-
directional EM radiation technology is applicable to a

WSN with ultra-low power requirement and low sensing
activities (like temperature, light, moisture). This is be-
cause EM waves suffer from rapid drop of power efficiency
over distance, and active radiation technology may pose
safety concerns to humans. In contrast, magnetic reso-
nant coupling appears to be the most promising technique
to address energy needs of WSNs thanks to an higher ef-
ficiency within several-meter range.

The applications of wireless energy transfer in WSNs are
numerous. It has already been applied to power medical
sensors and implantable devices [112], to replenish sen-
sors embedded in concrete in a wireless manner [113] and
to power a ground sensor from a UAV [114]. The emer-
gence of wireless power charging technology should allow
the energy constraint to be overcome, as it is now possi-
ble to replenish the network elements in a more control-
lable manner. In this way, some researchers have already
investigated the use of mobile chargers that directly de-
liver power to deployed nodes [115–118]. A new challenge
raised by wireless charging technologies is energy coopera-
tion, since nodes may now be able to share energy between
neighbors. So, in future wireless networks, nodes are en-
visioned to be capable of harvesting energy from the en-
vironment and transferring energy to other nodes, render-
ing the network self-sustaining [119]. In order to do this,
recent studies demonstrate the feasibility of multi-hop en-
ergy transfer [120, 121], which open new perspectives for
the design of wireless charging protocols and energy coop-
erative systems.

4.6. Discussion

It is clear that many efforts have been made to en-
hance WSN lifetimes through a variety of energy-efficient
mechanisms. It also appears that energy-efficiency and
other applications requirements are strongly dependent,
so that various performance metrics have to be optimized
jointly. Indeed, energy-efficient routing protocols and
sleep/wakeup schemes directly influence network latency.
Similarly, radio optimisation trades off signal quality for
battery conservation, and data reduction approaches can
affect the accuracy of the collected information. Addi-
tionally, if sensor recharging techniques are promising to
ensure the continuous operation of WSNs, energy-saving
mechanisms remain essential. In Table 4, we summarise
the different energy-saving mechanisms and the WSN re-
quirements they directly influence. For example, we can
see that energy-efficient routing solutions can improve the
robustness by using multipath routing protocols that pro-
vide alternative paths in case of a node failure.

Furthermore, in Table 5, we link Tables 1 (which repre-
sents the applications requirements) and Table 4 (which
represents the interdependence between energy-efficient
mechanisms and other requirements) in order to show how
some energy-efficient techniques can be used in specific ap-
plications to jointly optimize multiple criteria. Here is an
example to explain how to read Table 5: in agricultural
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Energy-efficient mechanisms Impacted Justification
requirements

Data reduction

• Data reduction approaches can improve the latency by re-
ducing the amount of packets to be transmitted, decreasing
the waiting time in queues.

• These methods can improve the QoS by assigning higher
priority to certain class of data when performing the aggre-
gation function or when sampling the parameters.

• The techniques exhibit good scalability properties by reduc-
ing the traffic load.

aggregation, compression delay, Qos,
adaptive sampling scalability

Sleep/wakeup
schemes

• Adaptive duty-cycling schemes can adapt the sleep period
to the network conditions to improve context-awareness.

• Topology control can be used to enhance the network cov-
erage by characterising how the sensing field is monitored.

• TDMA based MAC protocols can achieve good delay under
high traffic.

• TDMA/CSMA MAC protocols can enhance the QoS by pro-
viding guaranteed time slots for high rate periodic data and
contention based periods for aperiodic low rate traffic.

adaptive duty-cycling robustness

topology control coverage

TDMA based MAC protocol delay

hybrid TDMA/CSMA MAC protocol QoS

Radio
optimisation

• Transmission power control and directional antennas tech-
niques affect the coverage by adjusting the communication
range (and direction), and thus the node connectivity.

• Cognitive radio and cooperative communications impact the
quality of the signal through smart channel selection and
collaborative re-transmission.

transmission power control coverage

directional antenna coverage, robustness

cooperative communications
robustness

energy-efficient cognitive radio

Energy-efficient
routing

• Cluster architectures improve scalability by maintaining a
hierarchy in the network.

• Multipath routing protocols enhance robustness by provid-
ing alternative routing paths in case of node failure.

• Relay node placement strategies can control the connectivity
between nodes and the network coverage.

• Sink mobility can improve the scalability by connecting
sparse networks.

cluster architecture scalability

multipath routing robustness

relay node placement coverage

sink mobility mobility, scalability

Table 4: Interdependence between energy-efficient mechanisms and applications requirements.

Healthcare Agriculture and Industry Public Safety Transportation
Environment Military systems systems

Data QoS scalability Qos, scalability
reduction with compression, with aggregation with aggregation, compression, adaptive sampling

adaptive sampling
Sleep/wakeup delay coverage QoS, delay robustness delay

schemes with TDMA with topology control with hybrid
TDMA/CSMA

with adaptive
duty-cycling

with TDMA

coverage coverage
Energy-efficient QoS with relay node robustness with relay node

routing with star topology placement with multipath routing placement
1-hop communications scalability scalability scalability

with sink mobility with cluster architecture with cluster
architecture

Radio coverage robustness
optimisation robustness with transmission with cognitive radio, coverage, robustness

with cognitive radio power control cooperative with directionnal antennas
communications

Sources body motion seismic vibration mechanical vibration solar energy
of energy body heat solar energy acoustic noise acoustic noise
harvesting

Table 5: Applications and energy-efficient mechanisms.
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applications, sleep/wakeup schemes can influence the cov-
erage by using topology control mechanisms. The justifi-
cation of these statements can be found in Table 4, and
more generally in the discussions in the section 4.

Given the interdependence between the different design
goals, it is thus necessary to develop solutions that can
achieve a satisfactory trade-off between multiple require-
ments. For this reason, in the next section we will review
how research attempts to satisfy multiple objectives in-
cluding network lifetime maximisation.

5. Energy efficiency and requirements trade-offs

In this section, we present the different techniques ex-
plored in the literature to achieve trade-offs between multi-
ple objectives in wireless sensor networks, including energy
saving. We have classified these solutions into three cate-
gories: Multi-metric protocols, Cross-layer approaches and
Multi-objective optimisation.

5.1. Multimetric protocols

As discussed in section 2, several applications require
the optimisation of multiple parameters, like delay and
security, while reducing energy consumption. Multi-
metric protocols use various network measurements to
satisfy multiple application needs. For example, recent
application-specific routing protocols have proposed to
combine energy efficiency with QoS requirements [122–
124] or security concerns [125]. These research works con-
sider the energy reserves of nodes along with video distor-
tion, packet error rate or node reputation. However, this
kind of multi-metric protocol raises new challenges. The
protocols usually rely on a weight function of various met-
rics and the weight adjustments are often made following
a trial-and-error methodology. Moreover, multimetric pro-
tocols require the definition of comprehensive metrics and
their maintenance in each node which induces supplemen-
tary control message exchange. For instance, the quality
of a link can only be estimated statically through RSSI
(Received Signal Strength Indication), LQI (Link Quality
Indicator) or Packet Rate Reception indicators and varies
over time. Thus, these techniques suffer from extra over-
heads, but on the other hand they enable adaptability to
network condition changes to be improved because node
decisions are based on metrics whose evolution reflects the
network status. Below we present some multi-metric pro-
tocols with energy-efficient considerations.

In ATSR (Ambient Trust Sensor Routing) [126] the
routing decisions are made locally based on a weight func-
tion which takes into account the residual energy of neigh-
bouring nodes, location and trust. The trust evaluation of
a neighbour uses seven security metrics such as node rep-
utation, authentication and message integrity in order to
detect malicious nodes. The protocol requires additional
control messages to evaluate the energy of the neighbour-
ing nodes, and trust levels and weights have to be adjusted

to trade off security and energy. The enhanced real-time
routing protocol with load distribution (ERTLD) [127] is
a real-time routing protocol for mobile wireless sensor net-
works which makes optimal forwarding decisions based on
RSSI, remaining power, and packet delay over one hop.
ERTLD can deliver packets within their end-to-end dead-
lines while improving the flexibility as it can avoid the
problem of routing holes. Moreover, it has a higher de-
livery ratio and consumes less energy than state-of-the-art
solutions. Kandris et al. [122] have proposed a hierarchi-
cal routing protocol called PEMuR (Power Efficient Mul-
timedia Routing) which is devoted to video routing over a
stationary WMSN while satisfying both energy efficiency
and QoS requirements. In this solution, the CH selects
the path to the base station (BS) whose remaining energy
after transmission will be the highest among all of the pos-
sible paths. If there is not enough available bandwidth, a
CH can chose to drop less significant packets according to
their impact on the overall video distortion. PEMuR is
well-suited to surveillance applications, traffic control and
battlefield monitoring. However, clustering formation is a
centralised procedure thus it creates additional overheads:
each node sends information about its remaining energy
and location to the BS. InRout [124] addresses route se-
lection for industrial wireless sensor networks to provide
high reliability while considering the limited resources of
sensor nodes. The solution uses Q-learning to select the
best possible route online, based on current network con-
ditions and application settings. A node will choose the
route that maximises its reward with regard to Packet Er-
ror Rate (PER) and energy.

5.2. Cross Layer approach

Much research has been conducted to tackle energy con-
sumption at all layers of communication systems, espe-
cially at the network, MAC and physical layers. It is ex-
pected that an integrated cross-layer design can signifi-
cantly improve energy efficiency as well as adaptability to
dynamic environments. Indeed, cross-layer solutions ex-
ploit interactions between different layers to optimise net-
work performances, as surveyed in [128] and [129]. Sensor
requirements (QoS, routing, lifetime, security, etc.) are
closely linked and require a comprehensive study of exist-
ing trade-offs. Cross-layer solutions enable the problems
interdependence to be tackled. As a concrete example, it is
possible to monitor the battery level at the physical layer
and use this information at the MAC layer to fairly assign
communication slots to the nodes. Similarly, it is possible
to consider the graph of interference when routing data
to optimise the transmission delay. Topology changes are
likely to occur in WSNs and may benefit from a cross-layer
approach. For instance, after node addition or removal,
the neighbourhood is modified which influences network
density and interference at the physical layer. Thus, it
may be necessary to reallocate the slots or to change the
contention window accordingly at the MAC layer while
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creating different opportunities for path selection at the
routing layer.

Regarding energy-efficiency, practices that are generally
adopted at each layer to save energy such as cluster forma-
tion, sleep/active scheduling and power control, are jointly
exploited in cross-layer solutions. For example, Gao et al.
[130] took advantage of cooperative communication, hi-
erarchical architectures and data aggregation to enhance
energy balance among nodes. Chang et al. [131] combined
node placement, topology control and MAC scheduling to
better balance energy consumption. Transmission power
control and sleep/wakeup scheduling are exploited jointly
by Liu et al. [132].

Regarding the optimisation of competing metrics, [133]
address joint routing, MAC and physical layer protocols
for power allocation in cooperative communication sen-
sor networks under a specified packet-error-rate (PER).
Cuomo et al. [134] propose an energy efficient algorithm
for PAN coordinator election in IEEE 802.15.4-based sen-
sor networks. They combine the network formation pro-
cedure defined at the MAC layer by the standard with a
topology reconfiguration algorithm operating at the net-
work layer. By minimising the height of the cluster-tree,
their algorithm can reduce the delay and extend the net-
work lifetime. Almalkawi et al. [135] propose a cross-layer
design between the routing and MAC layers. Their cluster-
based routing protocol balances the load between nodes by
constructing several paths based on signal strength and
hop counts. In the TDMA-based MAC protocol, the clus-
ter head adaptively assigns slots to active nodes based on
the traffic type. Their solution reduces energy consump-
tion and delay, and achieves high throughput and packet
delivery ratios by selecting paths with better link quality
and by avoiding collisions and interference.

5.3. Multi-objective Optimisation
Multi-objective Optimisation aims at optimising mul-

tiple objective functions simultaneously. Nevertheless,
for non-trivial Multi-objective Optimisation Problems
(MOPs), no single solution exists that simultaneously op-
timises each objective function. In this case, the objective
functions are said to be conflicting, and there are a (possi-
bly infinite) number of Pareto-optimal solutions. In MOPs
it is preferable to obtain a diverse set of candidate solu-
tions that correspond to different trade-off points between
the extreme solutions. To achieve multi-objective optimi-
sation in wireless sensor networks, several solutions exploit
evolutionary algorithm (EA) principles or game theoretic
approaches.

The Evolutionary algorithm approach uses mechanisms
inspired by biological evolution, such as survival of the
fittest, reproduction, mutation, selection, competition and
symbiosis. Candidate solutions represent individuals in
a population. Each individual possesses a set of distinct
characteristics and the fitness function determines the fit-
ness of each individual. Generation after generation, the
best-fit individuals are selected for reproduction to give

new ones (called offspring). Offspring can be mutated and
are then evaluated. The fittest individuals are selected
to go into the next generation, and the rest are elimi-
nated. Xue et al. [136] propose a multi-objective differen-
tial evolution (MODE) algorithm that produces multiple
candidate routes that represent different possible trade-offs
between energy consumption and communication latency.
In [137], Konstandinidis et al. develop a multi-objective
decomposition-based algorithm called DPAP that gives
the location and transmit power of each node so that the
coverage and the lifetime are simultaneously optimised. In
[138], the author applies an evolutionary Multi-Objective
Crowding Algorithm (EMOCA) to solve the sensor place-
ment problem in a WSN target detection application. The
aim is to maximise the probability of target detection,
while minimising the total energy dissipated in the network
and minimising the total number of sensors deployed.

Game theoretic approaches have been successfully ap-
plied for a variety of applications in WSNs, as surveyed in
[139] and [140]. Game theory provides the designer with
a useful tool to model the competitive and distributed na-
ture of sensor networks. The solutions exploit rational
interactions between nodes or entities, where incentives
(such as token or reputation) are used to motivate the
players to cooperate instead of acting selfishly (e.g. not
relaying data to conserve energy). Felegyhazi et al. [141]
foster packet forwarding cooperation between sensors that
belong to different authorities. The authority gains a pay-
off that corresponds to the difference between the benefit of
data successfully received by the sink and the energy costs
experimented by its sensors for relaying both its own and
opponents’ packets. Their results show that cooperation
through mutual service provisioning is beneficial, partic-
ularly for sparse networks or hostile environments where
the sinks are shared between authorities. In [142], Zey-
dan et al. introduce the CAR (Correlation-aware routing)
solution to construct data gathering routes aimed at min-
imising the energy per symbol by exploiting aggregation in
correlated data. Every route is associated with a cost that
reflects its energy consumption, interference, and aggrega-
tion rate. At each iteration, every node investigates the
utility associated with all possible paths and then selects
the best response that maximises the utility.

There are many studies that deal with multi-objective
optimisation, but their practical implementation could
consume a lot of resources, which may not be suitable
for sensor networks. Indeed, solutions that require heavy
computational or storage capabilities are suitable for cen-
tralised computations carried out by a base station. On
the other hand, solutions that require less computations
and storage are convenient for distributed computations
carried out at each node [143]. Thus, when considering
MOO solutions, it should be investigated whether or not
they are applicable to real WSNs since these approaches
may be hard to compute on sensor nodes. Typically, the
major weakness of the evolutionary approach is that the
optimisation process is performed in a central server and
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requires global knowledge of the network at each node or
at the base station. It can lead to scalability issues as the
network size increases.

5.4. Discussion

In this section, a classification is provided of solutions
proposed in the literature to satisfy multiple objectives.
We can distinguish the aforementioned techniques based
on the flexibility of the obtained trade-off over time. By
flexibility we mean that the trade-off may change over the
time depending on the network conditions. For instance,
multi-metric protocols usually specify a desired trade-off
between the requirements at the conception phase when
setting the parameters. Preference is given to a require-
ment by the designer. For this reason, even if the require-
ments are highly dependent, the trade-off is decided once
and for all. In contrast, MOO solutions explore a variety
of candidate solutions at run-time that represent differ-
ent trade-off points of the design space. Generation after
generation, behaviour policy evolves and is adjusted to
the network dynamics. In-between, cross-layer approaches
are expected to improve network performances by exploit-
ing the interactions between layers. The downside is the
complexity of the method that necessitates a good under-
standing of the interplay of various variables.

6. Conclusion

In the last decade, we have witnessed a proliferation
of potential application domains of wireless sensor net-
works. These applications include, but are not limited
to, life-critical healthcare surveillance, large-scale precision
agriculture, security-oriented industrial process monitor-
ing and nation-wide smart grid systems. In this paper,
we surveyed the recent advances in the development of
energy-efficient solutions for WSNs while taking into con-
sideration the other application requirements. We first
categorized the different WSN applications and we identi-
fied their specific requirements. Then we introduced a new
taxonomy of energy conservation schemes and we provided
the reader with a comprehensive analysis of how these
techniques can affect performance of applications. We fi-
nally reviewed some existing methods that allow trade-offs
between multiple requirements to be achieved for efficient
and sustainable sensor networks.
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